
PRESS MAINTENANCE TIP-2
HOLP / HYDRAULIC OVERLOAD 101

PASS THIS ON TO YOUR MAINTENANCE TEAMS 
YOUR PRESSES & CFO WILL BE GLAD YOU DID

HOLP 101, Hydraulic Overload Systems like regular exercise to be ready for your next 
overload incident. If your HOLP system is maintained properly it can save you thousands 
of $$ and downtime.  Read On for more on HOLP Systems and circulate this to your 
maintenance teams.

HOLP 101: Presses equipped with Hydraulic Overload are normally set to protect your press 
when the press reaches 110% of press capacity. The HOLP system protects or acts like a fuse 
to prevent damage to ball screws, connecting rods, crank or eccentric shafts and last but not 
least, prevents frame damage.
The system is made up of the following components: 1.> A pressurized HOLP piston is located 
underneath the connection point in your slide that receives all of the downward forces, 2.> High 
pressure hoses between HOLP piston and HOLP pump, 3.> HOLP pump and tank reservoir, 
4.> Solenoid to key selector (on Sutherland & KC presses) located at MOS /Master Operation 
Station. ** most other builders do not offer this, so you may have to go to pump to manually 
dump pressure. HOLP System



Key Points:

• Sensitive to air, much like a automobile brake system, if air is present in the system, you 
may get overloads at less that the preset 110% of press capacity. If this happens a air 
bleed screw is located on the HOLP pump, CAUTION when bleeding, do not take the set 
screw all of the way out, just back it off partially to allow oil & air to pass.

• Tank should only be 1/2 full when system is pressurized and working correctly. This is 
critical, when overload occurs the oil from under the HOLP piston needs to evacuate the 
piston and flow back to tank. 

• HOLP piston seals like lubrication & movement, like any seal in industrial applications, it is 
best if they remain lubricated. We recommend that the HOLP System is used once a week, 
release pressure & pressurize system, confirm tank level difference and confirm pump 
stops pumping when pressure level is reached. If pump keeps pumping, you either have air 
in the lines which require bleeding, loose hose connection or damaged seals.

• IN NO CASE should you operate the press if the HOLP pump continues to pump and not 
hold pressure.

• NEVER operate your press when the HOLP system is not working, this will cause 
excessive damage to suspension / connecting point are in the slide.

If you would like assistance or further training on HOLP systems or other areas of your 
stamping presses contact Production-Resources Tel 800-863-3164

http://www.production-resources.com


SLIDE SUSPENSION POINT’S are 
mounted inside of the slide body
and house the HOLP piston as mentioned 
above and the slide adjustment worm 
shaft and worm gear.
Slide adjustment should never be 
done when you HOLP system is not 
pressurized to prevent damage to gears.

BALL SCREWS (right) or plunger guides 
are a critical areas to be taken care of. 
The lower round portion of the ball screw 
mates with the ball seat which is the top 
of the HOLP piston.
It is wise to run the slide adjustment 
all of the way to its upper and lower 
limits, check thread connection and be 
sure not to over travel the limits of slide 
adjustment.

CONNECTING RODS mate with ball 
screw to suspension point in slide and 
crank or eccentric shaft in press crown 
which create the reciprocating up and 
down motion of the slide.
Sutherland recommends that all of the 
slide connection points be inspected 
every 6 months to make sure everything 
is secure and in optimum operating 
condition.





No matter if your press is new or old, 
you cannot afford to run your press with 
improper settings. The old adage of 
“Penny Wise ~ Pound Foolish” applies to 
HOLP Systems.
We can come in and perform our PMP 
and at the same time train or retrain your 
team on best press practices.
The HDP-121 ton two point small straight 
side (left) is a good example of how a 
press should be cared for.
This is one of five that are equipped 
with our I-PRESS AB PLUS press and 
automation control. If you would like to 
upgrade your controls, this is a great 
option; alternatively we can offer Wintriss 
Control upgrades. CALL 800-863-3164
 
If you would like assistance or further 
training on HOLP systems or other 
areas of your stamping presses contact 
Production Resources 800-863-3164.

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE / GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

http://www.production-resources.com
Lloyd
Note
replace call Sutherland with call Production Resources. 800-863-3164


